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MarKet COMMeNtarY

Everything, in retrospect, is obvious.
But if everything were obvious,

authors of histories of financial folly would be rich.

- Michael Lewis

As the potential severity of the European debt 
crisis becomes increasingly apparent, recent 
declines have begun to shake the formerly unas-
sailable confidence of momentum investors, 
leading to sharp declines in former momentum 
names including NFLX, MCP, and GMCR. Buy-
ers of deep out-of-the-money (deep OTM) put 
options against Green Mountain Coffee Roast-
ers (GMCR), recommended in this newsletter 
just two months ago with the stock near $90, 
saw returns in excess of 300% as aggressive ac-
counting, excessively high investor expectations, 
and extreme overvaluation relative to the actual 
quality of the business led to a catastrophic col-
lapse in its shares.

I have recently taken a majority of my profits on 
deep OTM put options against GMCR following 
its dramatic recent collapse, while continuing 
to accumulate long-dated deep OTM put posi-
tions against Salesforce.com (CRM), Lululemon 
Athletica (LULU), World Acceptance (WRLD), 
Baidu (BIDU), and a small number of other 
overvalued or overleveraged former momentum 
stocks likely to prove very vulnerable to any 
further market declines. I continue to believe 
that escalating problems with European sover-
eign debt, combined with other macroeconomic 
issues including a worrisome degree of leverage 
in the European financial system, unsustainable 
government deficits, and the massively underre-
ported Chinese real estate bubble, in fact do rep-
resent very significant and very real macroeco-
nomic dangers likely to lead to continued high 

volatility and the eventual risk of a sharp market 
decline.  I would not now want to have exposure 
to almost any of the conventional products likely 
to be advocated by the investment management 
industry, including index funds, conventional 
long-only mutual funds, or long-duration bonds. 
I continue to hold long positions in undervalued 
stocks, many of which have outperformed the 
market, however I also continue to believe that 
hedging through positions in carefully chosen 
deep out-of-the-money (deep OTM) put options 
will be increasingly important to portfolio per-
formance in the coming years. In my personal 
accounts, I have added a short position in the 
Euro (also achievable by going long exchange-
traded funds such as EUO or EUO call options) 
as a partial hedge for my long position in Vi-
vendi (VIVHY.PK , VIV.PA), an undervalued 
European equity with a high Euro-denominated 
dividend yield and significant revenues outside 
the Eurozone.

For investors who have not yet built any put op-
tion positions in advance of the recent increases 
in market uncertainty, implied volatilities are 
higher than they were months ago, making new 
investments somewhat less attractive than previ-
ously. However, the recent short-term relief rally 
and associated decline in the VIX are again pre-
senting what is perhaps a transient opportunity 
to effectively buy insurance at reasonable prices. 
In view of the extreme overvaluation of many of 
these stocks and the magnitude of potential mac-
roeconomic stressors, accumulating a variety of 
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smaller positions in long-dated deep OTM puts 
against many of these names remain an attrac-
tive way to hedge a long portfolio of underval-
ued stocks against the significant risks of a sharp 
market decline.

Black-Scholes and other options pricing models 
relied upon by conventional investors assume 
that the probability distribution of future returns 
approximates a normal distribution around 
current prices, a convenient assumption that fits 
well with the typical world view of the major-
ity of market participants, but often fits very 
poorly with reality. As repeatedly identified by 
behavioral finance practitioners such as Nassim 
Nicholas Taleb, the core assumptions about the 
nature of risk relied upon by the mainstream 
financial industry can often experience devastat-
ing breakdowns during rare or extreme adverse 
events (which consequently are both much more 
extreme and much less rare than these inves-
tors can possibly anticipate). This is identifiably 
a situation where the potential outcomes are 
becoming more binary, more uncertain, and 
more extreme, creating a very substantial degree 
of real risk with a potential magnitude that has 
been (and to some extent continues to be) poorly 
and incompletely anticipated by most market 
participants.

Reflections on reflexivity - identifying poten-
tial catalysts for a self-reinforcing loss of confi-
dence

George Soros attributed his formidable ability to 
forecast certain currency crises and other mac-
roeconomic events to his so-called “theory of 
reflexivity”, a fancy way of saying that he sim-
ply identified instances where several potential 
sources of instability could become self-reinforc-
ing. Today’s environment certainly has no lack 
of potentially “reflexive” destabilizing factors. 
The growing loss of confidence in European sov-
ereign debt exacerbates a self-fulfilling slide in 

bond prices, driving up yields paid by govern-
ments to more and more unsustainable levels. In 
turn, the deteriorating value of sovereign debt 
adds to growing pressure on the highly lever-
aged balance sheets of European banks, leading 
to forced asset sales causing yet further pressure 
on bond prices, and to cutbacks in regional lend-
ing exacerbating the economic slowdown and 
damaging the tax base necessary to support debt 
service. The need to refinance large impending 
maturities of short-term debt at escalating inter-
est rates will impose growing costs on indebted 
governments at precisely the wrong time. The 
inherent inflexibility of a multinational currency 
removes an important stabilizing mechanism 
for nations to relieve unsustainable and grow-
ing deficits through exchange rate devaluation. 
And perhaps most importantly, the use of heavy 
leverage and unnecessarily complex derivatives 
by the financial industry clearly was a central 
factor exacerbating the scope of the mortgage 
crisis, yet remains concerningly widespread, 
particularly among some European institutions.

In allegedly cash-flush Germany, Deutsche Bank 
is levered an astonishing 34 to 1, having eq-
uity of just 37.7 billion while holding nearly 1.3 
trillion in assets, many of which are Eurozone 
sovereign bonds that are deteriorating sharply 
in value and which have yet to be written down. 
Multiple other large European banks are lever-
aged on a similar scale, and are now suffering 
from their inattention to the flaws of yet another 
convenient myth of the financial industry, that 
investments in sovereign debt necessarily repre-
sent a “risk-free return”. With sovereign balance 
sheets already under stress, Eurozone govern-
ments have little ability to respond to a Lehman-
scale crisis with yet another bailout. Deutsche 
Bank’s balance sheet alone is nearly half of Ger-
man GDP, giving an entirely new meaning to 
the common platitude “too big to fail”.
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Perceived by many as a paragon of growth, 
China is experiencing the tail end of a massive 
real-estate bubble driven by years of irrational 
government overbuilding, motivated less by 
investment in useful assets than by nonsensical 
bureaucratic mandates to boost nominal short-
term GDP figures. The scale of overbuilding 
dwarfs that experienced in the United States 
during our own bubble only a few years ago, 
and is likely to lead to deflationary pressures 
possibly far more severe than are currently un-
folding in post-bubble Ireland and Spain. As a 
deflating China is faced with contracting US and 
European export markets forced into deleverag-
ing by their own internal problems, its export-
dependent economy will be poorly equipped to 
deal with declining demand.

All of the above may sound unnecessarily apoc-
alyptic and complex, but the bottom line is that 
the high degree of leverage present in the sys-
tem creates an environment where even a mild 
external shock or transient loss of investor confi-
dence can have unpredictable consequences that 
rapidly spiral out of control. Multiple interlock-
ing and self-reinforcing sources of instability are 
undeniably present, to a degree that could once 
again totally invalidate the conventional models 
of risk used in mainstream finance. As Nouriel 
Roubini forcefully points out in his excellent 
Crisis Economics, the allegedly efficient markets 
appear to have learned little from recent history. 
With the example of 2008 so close behind, the 
potential for a recurrent and extremely severe 
credit crisis can no longer be called a mysterious 
and unobservable Black Swan.

Value investing strategies for an uncertain 
world

If the worst does indeed happen, there are few 
easy answers about where to invest, as I cannot 
identify any one asset class that will undeniably 
perform well in the short to medium term (in-

cluding gold, about which I can frankly give no 
useful prediction given the magnitude of its rally 
to date, the multiple deflationary and inflation-
ary pressures that are simultaneously unfolding, 
and the fickle relative propensities of investors 
to turn alternately to gold or to Treasuries and 
the dollar in a flight to safety). Fortunately for 
value investors, the significant long-term out-
performance of undervalued versus overvalued 
securities is a fundamental market characteristic 
that has persisted across many markets and for 
many decades. There remain great valuation 
discrepancies between stocks that I believe will 
narrow significantly over the coming years, pro-
viding significant returns for a carefully chosen 
long-short portfolio.

Much of my personal returns have come from 
a basic long-short strategy offsetting long posi-
tions in undervalued securities against deep 
OTM put positions against overvalued stocks 
likely to experience severe declines. For ex-
ample, microcap deep value stocks such as 
Conrad Industries (CNRD.PK), Paragon Tech-
nologies (PGNT.PK) and Adams Golf (ADGF) 
will continue to see suport from their solid 
balance sheets, and liquid large-cap names 
such as Intel (INTC), Microsoft (MSFT), Best 
Buy (BBY), American Eagle Outfitters (AEO) 
and Aeropostale (ARO) are now significantly 
outperforming the market while buying back 
stock at attractive levels. At the same time, many 
overvalued former momentum stocks includ-
ing Green Mountain Coffee Roasters (GMCR), 
Sina (SINA), Netflix (NFLX) and Molycorp 
(MCP) have now begun to deteriorate sharply. 
delivering truly exceptional positive returns to 
holders of deep out-of-the-money put options 
against these names. Similar to events I observed 
during the 2000 collapse of the internet bubble, 
initial failures by former momentum names 
have begun to drain capital away from mo-
mentum investors, laying the groundwork for 
another self-reinforcing loss of confidence that I 
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believe will now inexorably begin to claim one 
after another of these exorbitantly valued Wall 
Street favorites.

Periods of growing macroeconomic instability 
can be a great source of opportunity, setting the 
stage for value investors to strongly outperform 
throughout a volatile environment by using a 
hedged portfolio combining long positions in 
carefully chosen deeply undervalued securities 
with short or put option positions against richly 
valued or overleveraged stocks. While the mag-
nitude of potential risk is clearly high, the timing 
of any eventual collapse is far from certain, and 
due to the inherent instability of any system of 
multiple self-reinforcing factors such as outlined 
above, we are likely to see persistently high 
volatility in the coming months characterized 
by multiple upward and downward swings. As 
we’ve seen in the past week, sharp short-term 
rallies can prove painful to those with naked 
short positions and no long positions, rather 
than smaller positions in deep OTM puts with 
a fixed and limited intial financial outlay offset 
against careful investments in deeply underval-
ued stocks.

Within the universe of value stocks, investors 
can benefit by focusing on companies with either 
industry-leading profit margins or low fixed 
costs, and strong balance sheets that can use net 
cash to their advantage during periods of credit 
scarcity and declining asset prices (INTC, MSFT, 
DELL, ADGF). Stocks likely to be particularly 
vulnerable to sharp further declines include 
former momentum stocks with rich valuations, 
high investor expectations and declining relative 
strength (CRM, AMZN, LULU), and companies 
with high leverage, exposure to questionable 
credit risks, and a reliance on short-term external 
funding (DB, WRLD). Larger investors wanting 
to hedge market risk of a diversified portfolio 
may find OTM puts against leveraged exchange-
traded index funds such as SSO, TNA or FAS an 

attractive alternative. Interestingly, these lever-
aged ETFs will tend to significantly underper-
form their benchmarks during environments of 
increased volatility with frequent reversals, due 
to their need for daily rebalancing,

For almost all other investors, this is going to 
be an increasingly difficult time. The probable 
returns from the majority of conventional invest-
ments, including S&P index funds or long-dura-
tion goverment bonds, appear unlikely to justify 
the magnitude of their potential risks.

This is not an offer to buy or sell securities. This 
newsletter consists of personal opinion and a 
description of my own investments, and does 
not represent investment advice. I own posi-
tions in the securities mentioned and may buy 
or sell shares at any time without notice.


